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A Decision Procedure for Deadlock-Free
Routing in Wormhole Networks

Freek Verbeek and Julien Schmaltz

Abstract—Deadlock freedom is a key challenge in the design of communication networks. Wormhole switching is a popular
switching technique, which is also prone to deadlocks. Deadlock analysis of routing functions is a manual and complex task. We
propose an algorithm that automatically proves routing functions deadlock-free or outputs a minimal counter-example explaining
the source of the deadlock. Our algorithm is the first to automatically check a necessary and sufficient condition for deadlock-free
routing. We illustrate its efficiency in a complex adaptive routing function for torus topologies. Results are encouraging.
Deciding deadlock freedom is co-NP-Complete for wormhole networks. Nevertheless, our tool proves a 13 � 13 torus deadlock-free
within seconds. Finding minimal deadlocks is more difficult. Our tool needs four minutes to find a minimal deadlock in a 11 � 11 torus
while it needs nine hours for a 12 � 12 network.

Index Terms—Communication networks, deadlocks, routing protocols, automatic verification, formal methods

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

WORMHOLE switching [1] is a popular switching tech-
nique where packets are decomposed in smaller

units, called flits. The header flit contains routing informa-
tion. The remaining flits consist of the payload and a tail flit
indicating the end of the packet. Only the header flit is used
for routing. The data and tail flits follow the header flit in a
pipelined fashion. Wormhole switching provides low
message latency and requires small buffer capacity in the
channels of the network as buffers need not store whole
packets. This switching technique is also prone to dead-
lock. The flits of a single packet often hold many resources
simultaneously, blocking many other messages. Deadlocks
are a key issue in the design of wormhole networks [2], [3].

A practical solution to guarantee deadlock freedom is to
prevent deadlocks in the design of the routing function.
The development of theories and methodologies for
deadlock-free routing in wormhole networks has been a
fruitful research area for many years [1], [4], [2], [5]. A
typical example is the work of Duato for adaptive routing
functions [2], [3]. Duato defined a necessary and sufficient
condition guaranteeing the absence of deadlock. The
methodology associated with this condition starts from a
deadlock-free routing function and allows extensions
provided that messages eventually are routed back to and
stay in the deadlock-free subnetwork.

Duato’s methodology has been very popular and
supported the design of very efficient routing protocols.
But, it is a manual process. It is error-prone and not
scalable. Moreover, the methodology requires an initial

deadlock-free network. Such an initial network is not
always available, as demonstrated in the design of the clue
routing algorithm [6]. In this case, a complex manual proof
of several pages was needed to demonstrate the absence of
deadlocks.

Our aim is to provide a fully automatic approach for
deadlock verification in wormhole networks. Such an
approach should have the following characteristics:

. Applicability: the method should be applicable to
any reasonable topology and routing logic.

. Ease of use: the method should be push-button and
users should provide little input.

. Scalability: results should be obtained quickly even
for large networks. This really is a challenge as
deciding deadlock freedom in wormhole networks
is a co-NP-complete problem [5].

. Analysis: the approach should provide readable and
understandable feedback explaining the cause of
deadlocks.

. Sanity checks: common sanity checks must be
performed on the input to prevent minor errors.

The contribution of this paper is the first necessary and
sufficient algorithm for deadlock verification in wormhole
networks. Our algorithm only requires as input a descrip-
tion of the routing function. The only assumption on the
routing logic is that it is memoryless, i.e., it decides the
routes based on the current position of the message and
the destination. Our decision procedure decides whether
this routing function satisfies Verbeek and Schmaltz’
necessary and sufficient condition [5]. It returns, whenever
the network is not deadlock-free, an exact description of the
deadlock. This entails which messages participate, which
channels they occupy, and for which destination they are
headed. To ensure that this feedback is readable, we return
the smallest deadlocks that can occur. Due to various
optimizations, our approach scales to sufficiently large
networks.
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We incorporate our decision procedure in the tool DCI2
(for Deadlock Checker In Designs of Communication
Interconnects).1 DCI2 takes as input a small description
of the topology and a C++ implementation of the routing
logic. It checks for several minor errors such as a
disconnected routing function or topology violations. It
decides livelock freedom and uses the algorithm presented
in this paper to decide absence of deadlocks. The result is
sound and complete.

Our decision procedure consists of two steps. The first
step, previously published [7], is a polynomial procedure
which can quickly decide for many of the channels in the
network whether they can participate in a deadlock. If
Step 1 identifies a network as deadlock-free, Step 2 is not
needed. Networks which, e.g., have no circular depen-
dencies are proven deadlock-free quickly by this first step.
Step 1 only checks a sufficient condition and may output
false deadlocks. Typical false deadlocks consist of inter-
secting worms. An essential aspect of wormhole switch-
ing is that flits belonging to different messages cannot
share channels. A deadlock must only involve a set of
pairwise disjoint worms. Step 2 performs this analysis by
reducing deadlock freedom to an Integer Linear Program-
ming (ILP) instance.

Wormhole networks possess many subtleties making
their analysis difficult. To ensure the correctness of our
algorithm, it has been mechanically proven correct using
the ACL2 theorem proving system [8]. In this paper, we
will clearly point out which parts of the algorithm have
been formally proven correct. Details about its formal
verification can be found in a previous publication [9].

2 RELATED WORK

A lot of research has been devoted to a search for generic
theorems ensuring that a routing function is deadlock-free
[1], [10], [2], [11], [12], [13]. Typically, the dependencies
between channels are captured by a dependency graph. Early
work by Dally and Seitz has shown that an acyclic
dependency graph is a necessary and sufficient condition
for deadlock-free routing [1]. This early theorem only
applies to deterministic routing functions.

An interconnection network can have an adaptive routing
function. If a message is blocked on its way, an adaptive
routing function may supply an alternative next hop
allowing further progress. Duato was the first to propose
theorems for deadlock-free routing in adaptive networks [2],
[14], [3]. He noticed that alternative paths could be used to
escape deadlock situations and that a cyclic dependency is not
a sufficient condition to create a deadlock [10].

Duato’s theorem holds for a large class of wormhole
networks. A significant part of the value of Duato’s
theorem is the corresponding design methodology [2],
[15]. Consider a network and a routing function that are
already known to be deadlock-free. New channels and
routing capabilities can be added to this network as long as
once a message arrives in an original channel, it cannot be
routed towards new channels. Duato’s condition holds for
any network obtained in this way. The set of networks that

can be proven deadlock-free using Duato’s theorem is
much larger than the set of networks that can be obtained
using his design methodology. However, using Duato’s
theorem to show absence of deadlock of a network where
his design methodology does not apply can require a
highly complicated manual proof.

There are other design methodologies that ensure
deadlock-free routing. Various design methodologies are
based on a turn model [4], [16]. This model restricts the
routing function in such a way that no cyclic dependencies
occur. It was initially defined for two-dimensional (2D)-
mesh topologies. Starobinksi et al. use the network calculus
to generalize this methodology to general topologies [17].
Palesi et al. incorporate message dependencies, induced by
a model of the applications running on the cores, into the
dependency graph and provide a design methodology
breaking all cycles [18].

These methodologies target static and fault-free networks.
Duato, Lysne, et al. present a theory and a corresponding
methodology to dynamically reconfigure a routing function
in such a way that deadlock freedom is ensured [19], [20].
Their methodology applies to a broad class of interconnec-
tion networks, both on-chip and off-chip.

An inherent disadvantage of all these design methodol-
ogies is that they limit the designer. All these methods
cannot be applied to arbitrary topologies and routing
functions. Also, these methodologies are restrictive, in the
sense that many deadlock-free designs are excluded. Most
of these methodologies break all dependency cycles. As for
adaptive routing a dependency cycle is not necessarily a
deadlock, this is very limiting. Finally, these methodologies
are manual and therefore error-prone.

As example, the next section introduces the clue routing
logic introduced by Luo and Xiang [6]. Their routing function
was not based on any of these design methodologies. Their
only option to establish absence of deadlock of their design
was by a manual proof, which took considerable effort.

In contrast, our approach offers a decision procedure for
deadlock freedom of wormhole networks. Our approach
applies to any topology and routing function, it is
necessary and sufficient, it is fully automatic and formally
proven correct.

To the best of our knowledge, the only other algorithm
that detects deadlocks has been created by Taktak et al. [13].
The algorithm of Taktak et al. does not check a necessary
and sufficient condition and is therefore subject to false
deadlocks. The condition checked by Taktak et al. is
logically equivalent to the condition checked by the first
step of our algorithm. We have shown [7], [21] that our
algorithm scales significantly better than the work of
Taktak et al.

3 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

We present the clue routing algorithm for torus networks,
proposed by Luo and Xiang [6]. This routing function will
be a running example throughout this paper. Its main
characteristics relevant to this paper are the following:

. Clue allows circular dependencies. Any routing
function without circular dependencies is easily and
quickly proven deadlock-free by the first step of our1. Available at: http://www.cs.ru.nl/~freekver/DCI2/
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algorithm, without using the analysis presented in
this paper.

. Clue is deadlock-free in packet networks, but causes
deadlocks in wormhole networks. If a routing
function causes a deadlock in a packet-switched
network, it is not necessary to use the analysis
presented in this paper to determine deadlock
freedom of the routing function in wormhole
networks.

. Clue was not based on Duato’s design methodology
for routing functions [2]. Using Duato’s condition to
prove absence of deadlocks was not a practical
approach. Instead, deadlock freedom has been
established by a complicated, large and informal
pencil-and-paper proof.

The topology targetted by the clue designers was an
n-dimensional torus. For sake of presentation, we will focus
on a 2D torus. Each processing node has four outgoing
channels in the eastern, western, northern and southern
directions denoted E, W, N and S respectively. Additionally,
the outer nodes of the mesh have wraparound links
completing the torus, denoted AE, AW, etc. All channels are
divided into two virtual channels, yielding two subnet-
works. The virtual channel that is part of channel c
belonging to subnetwork s is denoted cs.

The clue routing algorithm is a highly adaptive minimal
routing scheme. Algorithm 1 presents the routing logic. It
takes as input the destination and the size of the torus. It
bases its routing decisions on the following rules:

1. Route to channels in Subnetwork 1 whenever it
provides a minimal route towards the destination
(Line 3).

2. Route to channels E2, W2, N2, and S2 according to XY
routing, only if the packet can reach its destination
without using a wraparound link (Line 17).

3. Route to channels AN2 and AS2 only if the packet can
reach its destination without using a horizontal
wraparound link (Lines 10-13).

4. Route to channels AE2 and AW2 whenever if it
provides a minimal route towards the destination
(Lines 6-9).

Algorithm 1 The clue routing function.

Require: Coordinates ðnx; nyÞ of end of current channel
Require: Coordinates ðdx; dyÞ of destination
Require: Dimension ðsx; syÞ of torus

1: �x ¼ dx � nx;
2: �y ¼ dy � ny;
3: ret þ ¼ fc1 j c1 provides a minimal routeg
4: if j�xj 9 1

2 sx _ j�yj 9 1
2 sy then

5: if at border then
6: if �x 9 1

2 sx then
7: ret þ ¼ AW2

8: else if �x G �1
2 sx then

9: ret þ ¼ AE2

10: else if j�xj � 1
2 sx ^ �y 9 1

2 sy then
11: ret þ ¼ AS2

12: else if j�xj � 1
2 sx ^ �y G �1

2 sy then
13: ret þ ¼ AN2

14: end if
15: end if
16: else
17: ret þ ¼ c2 if c2 provides an XY route
18: end if

Example 1. Consider a 7 � 7 torus (see Fig. 1). Let m be a
message injected at node (1, 5) destined for (5, 1). The
message has many different routes. It can first go north,
take a vertical wraparound link, subsequently head west at
node (1, 1), take the horizontal wraparound link and arrive
at its destination. It can also take route r, drawn in bold in
Fig. 1, by first going west, taking the horizontal wrap-
around link, subsequently heading north at node (5, 5),
taking the vertical wraparound to arrive at its destination.
Additionally, all routes ‘‘in between’’ these two routes are
supplied, e.g., go west at (1, 5) and then go north.

We consider route r. Message m starts in Subnetwork 1,
since by Rule 2 Subnetwork 2 cannot be used (the message
still has to take a wraparound link). When m arrives at
(0, 5), it can use both horizontal wraparound links (Rule 4).
After using the wraparound link the message arrives at
node (6, 5). Here it can go west or north, where Rule 2
ensures that both steps occur in Subnetwork 1. At node (5, 6)
Rule 3 applies, ensuring that both vertical wraparound
links to (5, 0) can be used. From (5, 0), no wraparound
links are needed to arrive at the destination. From this
node, Subnetwork 1 supplies all minimal routes, and
Subnetwork 2 supplies XY routing.

For wormhole networks, clue causes deadlocks. Fig. 2
describes such a deadlock in a 7 � 7 torus. The deadlock
consists of four worms using channels in Subnetwork 1.
One worm occupying channels ð2; 6; W1Þ; ð1; 6; S1Þ; ð1; 5; S1Þ
has destination (6, 4). As the shortest route requires the
horizontal wraparound link, it is routed west towards
ð1; 4; W1Þ. Note that subnetwork 2 is not supplied, due to
Rule 2. Channel ð1; 4; W1Þ is occupied by a worm routed
north towards ð0; 4; N1Þ. Again, because this worm still
needs to traverse a wraparound link, Rule 2 ensures that
this worm is not routed towards Subnetwork 2. A worm
occupying channels ð0; 4; N1Þ; ð0; 5; E1Þ; ð1; 5; E1Þ is routed
north as well. Its next hop is occupied by a fourth worm,

Fig. 1. Possible route supplied by clue logic.
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which is routed towards channel ð2; 6; W1Þ, completing
the deadlock.

Once a worm reaches Subnetwork 2, clue provides
deadlock-free XY routing. Any deadlock therefore consists
of worms in Subnetwork 1 with destinations which route
exclusively to Subnetwork 1. In the depicted deadlock,
each worm still needs to traverse at least one wraparound
link to reach its destination. Therefore, the next hops of all
the worms are in Subnetwork 1 only.

This deadlock is actually the smallest deadlock possible.
In Section 6, we prove that tori of sizes less than 7 � 7 are
deadlock-free. For larger topologies, we prove that a
deadlock involves at least four worms.

Luo and Xiang provide a deadlock-free solution called
wormhole clue. Wormhole clue is similar to clue, with an
added restriction on when channels in Subnetwork 1 are
supplied. When a packet still needs to traverse one or more
wraparound links, channels in Subnetwork 1 are supplied
only in the dimensions in which the packet still needs to
use these wraparound links.

4 ALGORITHM

This section introduces our approach for deciding dead-
lock freedom of wormhole networks. The first step decides
a condition sufficient for the absence of deadlocks. In case
Step 1 cannot prove deadlock freedom, the second step uses
the output of the first step to decide a necessary and sufficient
condition. We start by presenting a formal definition of
deadlock and our necessary and sufficient condition.

4.1 Definitions
The network model presented here is conceptually equal to
the models used in most literature [5], [2], [13] and is a
straightforward formalization of a wormhole network with-
out message dependencies. Note that our use of channels
refers to either physical or virtual channels. For our theory, it is
irrelevant whether a channel is physical or virtual.

Definition 1. A network N is a tuple with a finite set of pro-
cessing nodes P , a finite set of arcs C, a domain of flits F , a
domain of message identifiers M, two topology functions
src : C 7!P and end : C 7!P , a capacity function cap : C 7!N,

a function msg : F 7!M, a function dest : M 7!P , and a routing
function R : P � P 7!PðCÞ

N ¼def hP;C;F;M; src; end; cap;msg; dest;Ri:

The topology of network N is defined by functions
src : C 7!P and end : C 7!P . These functions return the
processing nodes at the source and at the end of a channel.
The routing function computes from each processing node s
and each destination node d a set of next hops Rðs; dÞ. This
set is nonempty if s 6¼ d. Each channel c has a certain
number of places, where each place can either be empty or
store exactly one flit. An empty place is denoted with �. We
assume � 62 F and let F� ¼ F [ f�g denote the domain of flits
plus the empty place. The capacity of channel c, denoted
capðcÞ, is defined as the number of places of channel c.

Flits are the atomic units of transfer that are transmitted
through channels, i.e., they are concrete pieces of data that
are to be communicated. At any time, channels may contain
many nonunique flits. Each flit belongs to at most one
message, but each message may consist of multiple flits. In
our definitions and proofs, we need to be able to dis-
tinguish equal flits belonging to different messages. To this
end, the set of unique message identifiers M is used. Func-
tion msg is able to retrieve, given a flit f , the unique mes-
sage id of the message to which flit f belongs. Since flits are
not unique, some additional bookkeeping is required for
the actual implementation of this function. Finally, func-
tion dest returns the destination of the message corre-
sponding to the given message identifier.

For sake of presentation, we introduce some shorthand
notations. Let f be a flit, let list L be a list with elements in
F�, and let ci denote a channel.

. The destination of a flit f :

destðfÞ ¼ dest msgðfÞð Þ:

. The set of destinations that route from c0 to c1:

D c0; c1Þ ¼ fd 2 P j c1 2 Rðc0; dÞð g:

. The set of messages of a list of flits L:

msgsðLÞ ¼ m 2M j 9f 2 L� � �msgðfÞ ¼ mf g:

. All the next hops of c0:

Rðc0Þ ¼ c1 2 C j 9d 2 P � c1 2 Rðc0; dÞf g:

Since channels store messages and there are no further
state holding components in the network, the state of the
network is determined completely by the state of the
channels. A state or configuration contains information on
which flits are in which places.

Definition 2. A configuration � is an assignment of lists of flits
or empty places to channels

� : C 7!LðF�Þ:

Function � returns a list of flits. The list of flits in channel
c can be accessed through �ðcÞ. This list contains the flit
stored in the head of the channel followed by flits stored
in the tail of the channel. Given a channel c, the flit which

Fig. 2. Deadlock in a 2D Torus with clue routing.
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occupies the head of the channel is returned by �ðcÞ½0�. The
number of flits in c is denoted j�ðcÞj. The empty configuration
is denoted by ��. Given a configuration � and a message idm,
it is possible to compute the set of channels that is occupied by
the message corresponding to message id m. This set of
channels is denoted by occðm;�Þ.

Not any assignment of flits to channels constitutes a
legal configuration. First, no channel capacities may be ex-
ceeded. Secondly, for sake of presentation we assume the
traditional variant of wormhole switching allows messages
to acquire a resource only when it is completely empty. Thus,
each channel can contain flits belonging to one message
only. In Appendix D, which is available in the Computer
Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.
org/10.1109/TPDS.2013.121, we prove that deadlock free-
dom of wormhole switching with nonatomic channel
allocation (such as in [22]) is logically equivalent to deadlock
freedom of traditional wormhole switching. Therefore, our
tool applies equally to the non atomic case. Thirdly, worms
occupy paths of channels in the network. To this end we
introduce predicate Rpath which given a set of channels �
and a destination d returns true if and only if � is a path of
channels that can be established by the routing function for
destination d. The channels occupied by a worm always
constitute such a path. We denote a set of routing paths
f�d0 ; �d1 . . . ; �dkg with P ?.

Definition 3. A configuration � is legal, notation legalð�Þ, if
and only if for any channel the capacity is not exceeded, all
flits belong to the same message, and all flits can be routed
towards their current channel

legalð�Þ

¼def8c 2 C
�ðcÞj j ¼ capðcÞ
msgs �ðcÞð Þj j � 1

8m2msgs �ðcÞð Þ �Rpath occðm; �Þ; destðmÞð Þ:

8><
>:

Note that the first conjunct states that a configuration
always assigns exactly capðcÞ elements in F� to channel c. In
case channel c is not full, the configuration assigns empty
places to the channel.

We informally define reachability. A formal definition
requires the formalization of the behavior of wormhole
networks, e.g., when messages are injected and how they
move around. For sake of readability and space limitation,
we omit all the corresponding formal definitions.

Definition 4. A configuration � is reachable, notation reachableð�Þ,
if and only if there exists an execution of the network starting
in the empty configuration and ending in �.

A deadlock configuration is required to be legal and
reachable. It must be nonempty. Additionally, all flits must
be blocked. A header flit is blocked if all its next hops
contain at least one flit. A tail flit is blocked if the next
channel of the worm is full. We assume predicates hd and tl
are available which return true if and only if the given flit is
a header (tail) flit. Function next : F � S 7!C returns the
next channel of a tail flit given the current configuration.

Definition 5. For wormhole network N , a configuration � is a
deadlock configuration, notation 6ð�Þ, if and only if it is

legal, reachable, nonempty, no header flit has arrived at its
destination and all flits are blocked

6ð�Þ

¼def
legalð�Þ

^ reachableð�Þ
^ � 6¼ ��
^ 8c 2 C � 8f 2 �ðcÞ � hdðfÞ¼)

destðfÞ 6¼ endðcÞ
8n 2 R endðcÞ; destðfÞð Þ � j�ðnÞ � �j 9 0

�

^ 8c 2 C � 8f 2 �ðcÞ � tlðfÞ¼)� 62 � nextðfÞð Þ:

4.2 Complete Condition
We have proven a necessary and sufficient condition for
deadlock-free routing in wormhole networks [5]. In a
deadlock, all worms are blocked. As flits in the tail always
follow the header flit, blockage of a message depends solely
on the header flit. The central idea of the condition is that a
header flit must always be at an escape, i.e., a channel from
which there will always be an available next hop. The set of
worms in a wormhole configuration is represented by a set
of routing paths. As worms cannot intersect, the set of
worms of a legal configuration always corresponds to a
pairwise disjoint set of routing paths.

Consider the configuration in Fig. 2. Four messages
occupy four paths of channels. For each routing path, the
head of the path cannot escape as the routing function does
not supply next hops that are not included in the set of
paths. There exists a set of paths without an escape, which
corresponds to the existence of a deadlock.

Now consider the following change to the routing
function. Instead of using Subnetwork 2 only when no
wraparound links are needed to get to the destination, the
routing logic always supplies a next hop of Subnetwork 2
(Line 17 in Algorithm 1 is moved after Line 3). With this
routing logic, the configuration depicted in Fig. 2 is not a
deadlock any more. As there is at least one worm that has a
next hop not included in the set of paths, the header flit of
that worm can move towards this escape. This breaks the
circular wait. The set of next hops has an escape and is
therefore not a deadlock.

Definition 6. Given a set of routing paths P ?, a channel e is an
escape for P?, notation escðe;P?Þ, if and only if channel e is
the head of some path and either e is a sink or e has a next hop
that is not contained in P ?

escðe;P ?Þ ¼def 9�d 2 P? � e

¼ �d½0� ^ Rðe; dÞ ¼ ; _Rðe; dÞ 6�
[

P ?
� �

:

Our condition states that a network is deadlock-free if
and only if any pairwise disjoint set of routing paths has an
escape, or contrapositively:
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Theorem 1. A wormhole network has a deadlock if and only if there
exists a pairwise disjoint set of routing paths without an escape

9� 2 S �6ð�Þ()9P ? �
P ? 6¼ ; ðAÞT

P ? ¼ ; ðBÞ
8c 2 C � :escðc;P ?Þ : ðCÞ

8<
:

Property (A) states that the set of paths is nonempty. The paths
must be pairwise disjoint, which is enforced by Property (B).
Property (C) states that the set of paths has no escape.

We will overload symbol 6. When applied to a configu-
ration �, it returns true if and only if the configuration is a
deadlock (see Definition 5). If applied to a set of routing paths
P ?, it will return true if and only if the three properties of
Theorem 1 hold for the given set of routing paths.

4.3 Step I: Checking a Sufficient Condition
The first step of the algorithm decides a condition similar to
Theorem 1 but without Property (B). This condition is
sufficient for deadlock freedom. If Step I concludes that
there is no deadlock, this result is sound. Otherwise, a
possible deadlock is returned, which is passed to Step II for
further analysis.

4.3.1 Overview
The basic objective of Step I is to mark each channel as
deadlock-immune, deadlock-sensitive or deadlock-attainable.
The intuition behind the first marking is that in a deadlock-
immune channel no packet can be permanently blocked. In a
deadlock-free network, all channels are deadlock-immune. In
a deadlock-sensitive channel, it is possible for header- or tail
flits to be permanently blocked. Finally, a channel is deadlock-
attainable if tail flits can be permanently blocked in that
channel, but header flits cannot. After termination of the
algorithm, the markings are used to either serve as input for
Step II, or to state that the network is deadlock-free.

To determine the marking of a channel, the algorithm
classifies all destinations for which a message can reach
that channel. A classification x j y of channel c stands
respectively for destinations that may lead packets from
channel c into a circular wait and for destinations for which
channel c is an escape. As routing is adaptive, a destination
may be classified as both.

Let c be a channel with classification x j y. First, consider
the case where x is not a subset of y. Apparently, there exists
some destination d which leads into a circular wait, and for
which there is no escape out of these cycles. Consequently, a
flit can be permanently blocked in channel c. The channel is
marked deadlock-sensitive. Now consider the case where
x is a subset of y. This means that all destinations that lead
into a circular wait, also provide escapes out of these cycles.
Consequently, no header flit can be permanently blocked in
channel c. If there exists a routing path towards some
deadlock-sensitive channel h, it is still possible for tail flits
to be permanently blocked. This can happen if the routing
path is filled with a worm with its header flit in h. In this
case, the channel is marked deadlock-attainable. If no such
path exists, it is not possible for any flit to be permanently
blocked and the channel is marked deadlock-immune.

Example 2. Consider the network in Fig. 3a. The network
consists of five processing nodes. For sake of clarity,
only the processing nodes d0 and d1 are destination
nodes. The routing function is depicted in Fig. 3b. There
is exactly one deadlock possible. This deadlock has two
worms (see Fig. 3c). One worm occupies channels A and
B. Its tail is in A and its header flit is in B. One worm
occupies channel C only and is destined for d0. The
worms wait for each other and have no alternative
routes towards their destinations. The set of routing
paths f½B;A�; ½C�g has no escape. There is a deadlock.

Fig. 3d shows the result of Step I. Channels B and
CVthe heads of the wormsVhave been marked deadlock-
sensitive. ChannelAVthe tail of a wormVis marked deadlock-
attainable. The other channels are deadlock-immune.

4.3.2 Pseudocode
Algorithm 2 (see Appendix A) shows pseudo code for
checking a condition sufficient for deadlock freedom. This
part is basically a depth-first search, keeping track of visited
channels to deal with cycles. Effectively, this yields a spanning
tree. When a bottom leaf has been reached, there are two
possibilities: either a cycle or a sink has been reached. In the
first case, information is propagated upwards to indicate that
this part of the tree leads to a circular wait. In the second case,
information is propagated upwards to indicate that this part
of the tree leads to an escape.

Algorithm 3 executes CREATETREE for all unmarked
channels c, withCI ¼ RðcÞ and p ¼ c. It returns theVpossibly
emptyVset of deadlock-sensitive and deadlock-attainable
channels.

Algorithm 3 returns any channel that can possibly par-
ticipate in a deadlock. Filling all the channels with tail- and
header flits yields a configuration which satisfies Proper-
ties (A) and (C) of Theorem 1. It remains to be answered
whether it is possible to fill the channels in such a way that
a legal deadlock is obtained, where worms do not intersect.

Fig. 3. Example of deadlock. (a) Interconnection network. (b) Routing
function. (c) Deadlock. (d) Result of Step I.
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Also, the current intermediate result contains any channel
that can possibly participate in a deadlock. Such a maximal
deadlock is often not very readable, and does often not
provide clear insight into the actual cause of deadlocks.
Step II of our algorithm uses the result obtained by STEP I to
find a minimal and legal set of routing paths that satisfies
all properties of Theorem 1.

Example 3. When applying STEP I to the torus with clue
routing as presented in Section 3, it marks all the chan-
nels of Subnetwork 2 deadlock-immune. These chan-
nels cannot participate in any deadlock. In Subnetwork 1,
most channels are marked as either deadlock-sensitive
or deadlock-attainable. The destinations that prevent the
channels from being deadlock-immune are those destina-
tions that route towards Subnetwork 1. Further analysis is
required to determine whether the channels in Subnet-
work 1 can be filled with a legal and reachable deadlock.

4.4 Step II: Checking a Complete Condition
We provide a reduction from the deadlock decision problem
to an integer linear programming instance (ILP). Task of this
reduction is to find a pairwise disjoint set of routing paths that
has no escape. As a result, a solution of the ILP corresponds to
a deadlock. If no solution exists, the network is deadlock-free.

First, we use the set of sens- and attain-marked channels
to enumerate all paths that can possibly be in such a set.
This creates an enumeration P ?

E ¼ �
d0

0 ; �
d1
1 ; . . . ; �dII of I

routing paths. Formally, this enumeration is defined as
the smallest set that satisfies the following constraint:

8�d �
Rpathð�d; dÞ

^ mark �d½0�
� �

¼ sens
^ 8c 2 �d �markðcÞ 2 fsens; attaing

8<
: ¼)�d 2 P ?

E:

Any routing path that consists of sens- and attain-marked
channels and whose head is marked sens is a member
of the enumeration. We assume that the set of channels
can be enumerated as well, yielding an enumeration
CE ¼ C0; C1; . . . ; CJ where J ¼ jCj � 1.

In the ILP, we introduce one Boolean variable pi for each
path and one Boolean variable cj for each channel.
Intuitively, a variable is true if and only if it is part of the
deadlock. A variable pi is true if and only if a worm
participates in the deadlock occupying exactly the channels
of path �i, destined for di. A variable cj is true if and only if
channel Cj is nonempty in the deadlock. Given the
enumerations P?

E, we generate the following ILP:

minimize

XI
i¼0

pi ðOÞ

subject toX
cj j 9i � Cj 2 �dii
� �

� 1 ðAÞ

� cj þ
X

pi j Cj 2 �dii
� �

¼0 : 0 � j � J ðBÞ

�piþcj � 0 :
0 � i� I
Cj2R �dii ½0�; di

� �
:

ðCÞ

We denote the ILP derived from the enumeration of
routing paths P ?

E with ILPðP ?
EÞ.

The objective of the integer linear program is the mini-
mization of the number of paths, and as a result the number
of worms. The constraints of the ILP directly correspond to
the properties stated in the necessary and sufficient condition
of Theorem 1. Constraint (A) formalizes nonemptiness. All
variables cj are summed, for which the corresponding chan-
nel Cj is member of one of the paths in the enumeration.
This sum must at least be one, as at least one channel must
be filled for a deadlock to occur. Constraints (B) enforce that
the solution of the ILP consists of pairwise disjoint paths.
For any channel Cj, we sum the variables pi for which the
corresponding path �dii contains channelCj. We subtract the
variable cj. This enforces that if channelCj is chosen, then at
most one path that contains channel Cj is chosen. By re-
quiring the constraint to be equal to zero, we additionally
enforce that if channel Cj is not chosen, no path that
contains channelCj is chosen. Constraints (C) enforce that a
solution of the ILP has no escape. For any path �dii and for
any next hop Cj of that path, we enforce that if the path is
chosen, the next hop is chosen as well.

Example 4. Consider again the deadlock described in Fig. 2.
The deadlock consists of four worms. Constraint (A) sums
the Boolean variable cj corresponding to each channel that
is member of one of these paths. As this value is at least one,
there is at least one channel participating in the deadlock.

For each channel there is one constraint of type (B). Let
path �d0

0 ¼ ½ð1; 5; S1Þ; ð1; 6; S1Þ; ð2; 6; W1Þ�ð6;4Þ be the routing
path corresponding to Worm 1. We consider the con-
straint for channel ð2; 6; W1Þ, which is the nth channel in
enumeration CE:

�cn þ p0 þ � � � ¼ 0:

If variable cn is true, channel ð2; 6; W1Þ contains flits. Exactly
one of the paths containing this channel has to be chosen as
well. Path �d0

0 is one of them. If cn is false, variable p0 is false
as well, since channel ð2; 6; W1Þ does not contain flits and
therefore path �d0

0 cannot participate in the deadlock.
For each next hop of the head of each path, there is a

constraint of type (C). Worm 1 in Fig. 2 has one next hop,
namely channel ð1; 4; W1Þ. Let this channel be the mth channel
in enumeration CE. The constraint that has to be met is:

�p0 þ cm � 0:

If variable p0 is true, path �d0

0 participates in the deadlock,
representing that Worm 1 participates in the deadlock. The
constraint enforces that p0 implies that the next hop of this
worm, channel ð1; 4; W1Þ is nonempty.

We supply the ILP to an off-the-shelf linear program-
ming solver. If a solution is found, a deadlock configura-
tion is returned by fillingVfor all i such that pi is true in the
solutionVthe routing path �dii with a worm destined for di.
If no solution is found, the network is deadlock-free.

The ILP generated from the set of routing paths considers
two facets of each routing path: which channel it occupies
and to which next hops the worm corresponding to the path
is routed. It is possible that two paths consist of the same
channels, and have the same next hops, but with a different
destination. If this is the case, it is not necessary for both
paths to be in the enumeration. We define an equivalence
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relation over routing paths. The purpose of this relation is
that if two paths are in the same equivalence class, one of
these paths can be removed from the enumeration since
they will both yield equal results.

Definition 7. Two routing paths �d0 and �d1 are equivalent, nota-
tion �d0 	 �d1 , if and only if they consist of the same channels
and have the same next hops

�d0 	 �d1 ¼def
j�d0 j ¼ j�d1 j

^ 8i G j�d0 j � �d0 ½i� ¼ �d1 ½i�
^ R �d0 ½0�; d0

� �
¼ R �d1 ½0�; d1

� �
:

8<
:

Instead of using the enumeration P ?
E to generate the ILP,

we use its quotient set P ?
E= 	, where each equivalence class

is represented by one canonical element.
Algorithm 4 shows the pseudo code of Step II of our

approach. Combined, Steps I and II decide deadlock
freedom of wormhole networks, i.e., they check whether
the necessary and sufficient condition of Theorem 1 holds.

5 THEOREMS

We prove correctness of our algorithm. The lemma’s and
theorems are stated here, their proofs can be found in
Appendix B. First, we prove that the deadlock-immune
mark given by Step I to channels is always sound. This
means that once a channel is marked deadlock-immune, it
is not possible for the channel to participate in any
deadlock, i.e., no flit can be permanently blocked in the
channel. Effectively, this proves sufficiency of Step I, i.e., if
Step I returns the empty set then the network is deadlock-
free. Lemma 1 has been mechanically proven correct, using
the ACL2 theorem prover.

Lemma 1. If a channel c is marked immune, the channel is not a
member of a set of routing paths P? without an escape

markðcÞ ¼ immune ^6ðP ?Þ¼)c 62
[

P?:

Lemma 1 concerns deadlock-immune channels. Ideally,
we want to prove a similar lemma for deadlock-sensitive
channels as well. This is not possible, as this marking is not
stable, i.e., Step II can show that a channel has been
incorrectly marked deadlock-sensitive by Step I. In other
words, a deadlock-sensitive mark after Step I does not give
us any certain information.

If a channel c is marked attain, this does give us some
certain information. We do not know, with certainty, that
tail flits can be permanently blocked in channel c. But we
do know that in channel c a header flit can never be
permanently blocked. Before proving correctness of our
algorithm, we first prove a lemma concerning deadlock-
attainable marks. This lemma has also been proven
mechanically using the ACL2 theorem prover.

Lemma 2. If a channel c is marked attain, the channel is not at
the head of a set of routing paths P? without an escape

markðcÞ ¼ attain ^6ðP ?Þ¼) 8�d 2 P? � �d½0� 6¼ c:

Using these lemma’s, we can prove the final theorem.
We show that if a solution is found for the ILP derived from

the markings of Step I, this solution corresponds to a
deadlock. Also, we show that any deadlock necessarily
consists of paths from P ?

E, which implies that if the ILP is
infeasible, the network is deadlock-free.

A solution to an ILP is an assignment of values to the
variables occurring in the ILP. Let � be such a function.
We let solð�; IÞ return true if and only if � is a solution
for ILP I.

Theorem 2. The ILP derived from the enumeration of routing
paths P ?

E based on the markings of Step I is feasible, if and
only if there exists a set of routing paths without an escape

9� � sol �; ILP P ?
E

� �� �
()9P ? �6ðP ?Þ:

6 APPLICATIONS

We have incorporated the algorithm in the tool DCI2. DCI2
adds various features to the algorithm that are necessary to
make them valuable in practice. DCI2 takes as input a
description of the topology and a C++ implementation of
the routing function. Our tool has the following features:

. The tool checks whether the model of the routing
function is correct with respect to the topology. In
the hardware it is impossible for a packet to be
routed through channels that do not exist. The
model written in C++ code however can route, e.g., a
packet west at the left-most column, or route
diagonally even when a diagonal channel does not
exist. The tool detects such errors and outputs them.

. The tool checks whether the routing function is
connected. When routing logic is erroneously im-
plemented, it is possible that a packet arriving at a
processing node has no path to its destination. If
this is the case, the tool outputs exactly which
packet in which channel with which destination has
no next hops.

. The tool detects livelocks. Livelocks can be hard to
find manually. The tool checks whether scenarios
exist in which one packet gets into a cycle. If a
livelock has been found, we report the exact trace
leading to this cycle and the cycle itself.

We have applied DCI2 to the clue routing logic
presented in Section 3. These results have been obtained
on a Sun Fire X4440 machine, with four 2.3 GHz Quad-Core
AMD Opteron 8356 processors (16 cores in total) and 128 GB
of memory. We have used CPLEX to solve integer linear
programming problems.

The minimal deadlock in Fig. 2 has been found by our
tool within 3 seconds. Finding minimal deadlocks is a
computationally very hard problem. For the clue routing
logic, our method scales up to a 9 � 9 torus. In practice, a
minimal deadlock is found relatively quickly. Proving that
this deadlock actually is minimal is the most expensive
computation task. For larger meshes, we are still able to
find deadlocks but proving their minimality becomes
intractable. In summary, our method scales up in finding
small and readable deadlocks, but not the theoretical
minimal ones.
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Fig. 4 shows experimental results. Curve ‘‘Finished’’
depicts the running times of our algorithm without any
interference. Curve ‘‘Unfinished’’ has been obtained by
stopping the algorithm as soon as a deadlock of four worms
has been found. In an 11 � 11 torus with 1056 channels, we
can find a deadlock of four worms within 4 minutes. In a
12 � 12 torus this already takes about 9 hours. A deadlock
with only 5 worms is found, however, within 4 hours.

We have also run our tool on wormhole clue, which is
deadlock-free. This yields significantly better running
times. Our algorithm proves absence of deadlocks for a
13 � 13 2D torus with 1456 channels within 4 seconds.

For the clue routing logic, Step 1 of our algorithm
returns a possible deadlock, which is then confirmed to be
legal and reachable by Step 2. We could only find very
academic and contrived examples of routing functions
where Step 1 suspects a deadlock, which is then ruled out
by Step 2. We presented such an example previously [3].
The example network is deadlock-free, but could have
deadlocks if worms could intersect. The corresponding ILP
is proven infeasible within a second.

For more experimental results, we refer to Appendix C.

7 CONCLUSION

Wormhole switching is a complex technique with many
subtleties. Designing adaptive routing functions for worm-
hole networks is therefore a difficult task. It often involves
a proof that the routing logic satisfies a complex condition
for deadlock-free routing. We provided the first algorithm
which automatically decides absence of deadlocks in
wormhole networks. It provides readable feedback in
case the network is not deadlock-free. Our algorithm is
sound and complete.

The correctness of our condition and algorithm has been
formally checked using the ACL2 interactive theorem
proving system. The proof effort involves 88 definitions
and 632 theorems for a total of 7263 lines of code. We
implemented our algorithm in C++ and experimental
results confirm that our algorithm scales sufficiently even
for hard cases such as the clue routing logic.

Our deadlock detection algorithm is incorporated in the
tool DCI2. Besides deadlocks, DCI2 checks for livelocks,

and various minor errors in the routing logic. As DCI2 is
able to provide readable feedback quickly, it is applicable
to any combination of topology and routing logic, and
requires little input, it can be used as a formal debugging
tool during the design of interconnects and routing
functions. This opens the way to new design methodolo-
gies. One can design initial routing logic based on, e.g.,
performance considerations, analyze the routing logic
using DCI2, and modify the routing logic based on this
analysis. This way of designing routing logic has been
explored in [21].

The most significant and actual application of our fast
algorithm is probably the verification of fault-tolerant
routing functions. Such a function should be deadlock-
free for all possible faults that can occur. An interesting
future work would study howVgiven a routing func-
tionVour algorithm performs in the deadlock analysis for
different positions of faulty routers.
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